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ABSTRACT

These four lectures are being given aT the Winter Course on
Nuclear Physics at Trieste during 1978 February. They constitute part of the third week's lectures in Part II: Reactor
Theory and Power Reactors.
A physical description of CANDU reactors is given, followed
by an overview of CANOU characteristics and some of the design
options. Basic lattice physics is discussed in terms of zero
energy lattice experiments, irradiation effects and analytical
methods. Start-up and commissioning experiments in CANDU
reactors are reviewed, and some of the more interesting aspects
of operation discussed - fuel management, flux mapping and control of the power distribution. Finally, some of the characteristics of advanced fuei cycies that have been proposed for
CANDU reactors are summarized.

A.

A PHYSICIST'S GENERAL VIEW OF CANDU REACTORS

A.I

DEFINITION AND HISTORY [1.2]

A CANDU* reactor is a heavy-water-moderated power reactor of the
general type developed in Canada by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL).
There are other types of heavy-watei—moderated power reactors, bi't these
will only be mentioned in passing.
It is somewhat of an accident of history that Canada focussed all her
nuclear power development effort on heavy water reactors. During the Second
World War. as part of her involvement in military nuclear programs with the
US and UK, Canada took responsibility for heavy water reactor development.
After the War, when civilian nuclear power was being considered, It was
natural for Canada to pursue development of a reactor type for which she had
acquired some experience.
CAMDLJ nas- often been referred to as a physicist's reactor, due to the
scientific elegance of the concept and its dogged adherence to fundamental
principles, I sense that this reference is used by some in a derogatory
way, but the current economic competitiveness of CANDU with other types of
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•CANDU signifies a Canadian design using deuterium oxide (heavy water) as
moderator and uranium as fuel.

power reactors, ensures that it has appeal in the hard commercial world as
well as merely to physicists. It is interesting to speculate as to whether
this illustrates a general principle. In our complex modern world it is
often difficult, if not impossible, to anticipate at an eat iy stage In the
development of a project just how well the final product will compete. By
observing fundamental physical principles (e.g., neutron economy) the chances
of eventual success can perhaps be maximized.
Before describing in more detail a typical CANDU reactor system, I wi11
point out a few of the important distinguishing characteristics and features
(Figure A - l ) .
Neutron Economy
While the CANDU concept can be adapted to enriched fusil ing, theoriginal target was a system which could be operated competitively using natural
uranium as the fuel. In order to achieve this objective, a great deal of
attention had to be paid to neutron economy in the choice and use of core
materials and in the mode of operation.
Pressure Tubes
The CANDU concept is based on the use cf pressure tubes rather than
a pressure vessel.
The reactor consists of an array of pressure tubes, generally arranged in a square lattice, which pass from end to end through a large cylindrical tank. The reactor fuel resides inside the pressure tubes and the
coolant is pumped through them to cool the fuel. The fact that the coolant
is at a high pressure gives rise to the term pressure tube.
While it would be possible to use a pressure vessel concept similar to
that used for a PWR, the vessel required would be considerably larger,
because the required volume of D 2 0 moderator is much larger than the volume
of H 2 0 moderator in a PWR. In fact, early development of the CANDU concept
was based on a pressure vessel approach. Since the limit on size of nressure vessel that could have been manufactured in Canada at the time would
have placed a limit on unit capacity, and since the development of a low
neutron cross section zirconium alloy had proceeds tu the point where this
material could be used for pressure tubes, the pressure tube concept was
developed and adopted.
Separate Moderator
The heavy water moderator is held in the large cylindrical tank, called
the calandria, that surrounds the pressure tubes.
Because the coolant, and hence the pressure tubes, must operate at high
temperature in a power reactor, and because it is desirable to operate the
moderator at low temperature, the pressure tubes must be insulated from -"he
moderator. This is done by introducing a second tube surrounding the pressure
tube but separated from it by a stagnant gas space. This second tube, the
calandria tube, is sealed at both ends to the calandria end plates or tube
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sheets, thereby completing the moderator containment. With this arrangement
the fuel coolant is completely separated from the moderator, permitting a
choice of coolants.

have been studied several tines but no clear incentive to switch identified.
For this description the units of the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station
will be used as an exampIe.

There are several advantages of operating the moderator at low temperature, as follows:

For completeness, a schematic arrangement of the who Ie system i s shown
i n F igure A-2.

(a)

the calandria can operate at atmospheric pressure, avoiding
The "?Rd for a heavy, hiph-pressure vessel,

f b)

the co I d moderator cai1 act as a valuable heat sink under
certa in accident conditions,

(c)

since the moderator is cold it c?nnot add to the energy to
be controlled under accident conditions, and

(d)

the overall neutron economy is better.

On-Power Fuel I ing
The pressure tube approach lends itself to on-power refuelling, since
the fuel residing in individual pressure tubes can be changed without affecting the other pressure tubes or the fueI in them. On-power refueI I i na
maximizes the attainable burnup, since only a nominal excess reactivity is
required at equilibrium. The reactivity gained by the continuous replacement of old fuel by new compensates for the genera I decrease i n reac t i v i ty
«v i th f ue I i rrad iat ion.

A.2

STATUS OF CANDU REACTORS

[3]

As mentioned previously, a choice of coolant is possible in the CANPU
concept. In general, attention ^zz focussed on three coolants - prcssuri/ed
neavy water (PHW), boiling light water (BIW) and organic (OCPl. Of these,
only pressurized heavy water has been used so far in commorc id I -s i .'e unitb.
•Joi I ing I ight water has been demonstrated in a 250 MWe prototype power
reactor at Gentilly in the Province of Quebec (0-1), rjnd organic h^s been
.oed in a 60 MWt reactor fcxperiment at the whiteshell Muclojr Poscdrch E J I iblishment in Manitoba (WR->^.
Table A-l summarises the current s!\)tus of CUIUU realtors in operation,
under construction, committed and planned.

A,3

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

[1.2]

I n o r d e r t o a p p r e c i a t e t h e r e a c t o r p h y s i c s o f r <Ulf'''<•> i t - i s h r l c f u l
t ,
n i v e a g e n e r a l p h y s i c a l p i c t u r e o f tftc
system,
' ' r i o f d * 1 rr\\
t i o n o o f 1v*o
r
~ A ! * J D U d e s i g n s - a C A N D U - P H W a n d d O k ' j U - H L W - aro
n i v o n in thi j s e c t i o n .
CANDU-PHW

The CANDU-PHW is the pressurised neavy witer cooled vor^iun of CANDl'.
• Life this version has a I way; employed .i horizontal reactor ^^.ro oriont• i , .-n (i.e., the pressure tube axes arc hori <ronti I ). Vortical nr i f-n t i tici.
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Pressurized heavy water coolant at a pressure of 9.9b MPa (-1440 psi)
and a temperature of 249°C is supplied to each fuel channel (an assembly
consisting of the zirconium alloy pressure tube with an alloy steel fitting
attached ar each end) via an individual pipe, called a feeder pipe. As the
coolant passes through the fuel chanr.e-! <+ picks up heat from the fuel and
leaves the channel ,-Wth a temperature of -294°C. It is conveyed to the
outlet header via the outlet feeder pipe. From the outiet header, the
cooiant flows through the boiler heat exchangers where it is cooled back
to 249°C, its heat being given up to produce stean at ~4 MPa (600 psi)
rth ici is fed to the turb i ne. "ihe cool ant then enters the c i rcu I at i ng
pumps which deliver it to the inlet header and, thence, to the inleT
feeder pipes.
A separate auxiliary circuit is employed to circulate the heavy
water moderator through external heat exchangers. These reject to the
station cool ing water the heat generated in the moderator by the slowing
down of the neutrons, by the effects of -^-radiation, and also the heat
leaking into the moderator across tne insulation qaps between the calandr i a tubes and the pressure tubes..
Figure A-3 is a better view of the major reactor components. These
include the calandria with integral end snields and peripheral internal
thermal shields, the dump tank with connections to the calan.dria, the
holiun cover C M J system connections, and the fuel channel assemblies and
connected feeder piping. The pressure tubes in which +he fuel sits, are
located within 390 calandria tubes, spaced on ar. 11.25 in. square lattice,
and are supported on slidina bearings in the end shields of the calandria.
nolow the ca'anoria, rind connected to it, is the cylindrical dump
tank. Uur i no operrit i on t he he I i um in the dunp tank is he I d at a pressure
in excess of lhat in the top of the calandria by an amount equal to the
hpinht t f heavy water above the gas-liquid interface. When the helium
pressu r o 3bove the moderator in the calandria and that in the dump tank are
made enuaI by i nter-connect ion, the moderator i s dumped by grav i ty i nto the
dump tank, shuttinn down the reactot . In later designs this dump tank
feature has been replaced by alternative shutdown systems.
AI| react ivity ccntrol and shutoff mechan i sms penetrate the reactor
f r.jr, t he top c<f the caIandrI a and are shown schematics M y in F i gure A-4.
Tho I." adjuster rodb ore designed to shape the thermal neutron flux
aistrimtion
in the tore so that design limits en individual channel power
or bundle power jre not exceeded during normal operation. The rods are
normally fully inserted, providinq a load of 2 percent Ak/k. This provides
sufficient positive reactivity upon withdrawal to compensate for the xenon
buildup during the first *\b minutes (at least) following a shutdown from
full power. Thu effective absorber is cobalt and the product is useful.

The zone control system consists of 14 individually adjustable compartments which can be filled or emptied with light water, and provides
spatial control of the power distribution. The system provides Independent
control of 14 zones in the core, preventing development of xenon-induced
flux distortions, and is also used for bulk control, by adjusting the level
of all compartments in unison. Measurements from the in-core detectors in
each zone provide the basis for changing levels.
II gravity-fall shjtoff rods are provided as the primary protective
shutdown system. They are augmented by the moderator dump system.
Figure A-5 is an illustration of one of the 390 fuel channels.
pressure tubes have the following parameters.
Units I and 2

Units 3 and 4

Minimum Internal
Diameter

103.4 mm
(4.07 in.)

103.4 mm
C4.07 in.)

Minimum Wai 1
Thickness

4.99 mm
(0.1965 in.)

4.06 mm
CU.I60 in.)

Approximate Length
(trimmed for installation)

6.3 m
(20 ft 8 in.)

6.3 m
(20 -ft 8 in.)

Material

cold drawn Zircaloy-2
autoclaveo at 400°C

zirconium 2.5?!
niobium cold drawn,
stress relieved at
400°C.

The

Zirconium 2.5% niobium is the preferred pressure tube material, but
there was insufficient experience and data to use it in Units I and 2.
Fuel for the reactor is in the form of fuel bundles as shown in
Figure A-6. Each bundle is 495 mm (19.5 In.) long, and consists of 28
hermetically sealed elements containing compacted and sintered pellets of
natural U0 2 in a thin (0.4 mm) Zircaloy sheath. The elements are about
15 mm diameter and are attached mechanically at their ends to form a bundle
about 102 mm in diameter. A small space is maintained between the e I orients
by spacers attached to the element cladding. The bundle is 92 wt$ U0 2 and
8 wti? Zr (sheaths, end-caps, structural end plates, and spacers). The
structural material accounts for only 0.1% of the thermal neutron cross
section of the bundle, to give a fuel assembly thax is highly efficient in
its use of neutrons.
Loading of new fuel into the reactor and removing spent fuel is carried
out vn-power by two co-ordinated fuelling machines (one at each end of the
reactor) controlled from the station control centre. Fuel bundles are moved
in opposite directions in adjacent channels, referred to as bi-directional
fuelling, to achieve an axially symmetric neutron flux distribution. The
coolant flows in the sane direction as the fuel movement on refuelling and
hence flows in opposite directions in adjacent channels. There are twelve
fuel bundles per channel, and any even number of bundles can be replaced
during one refuel I ing visit.

CANDU-BLW
The CANDU-BLW is the boiling Jjght water cooled version of CANDU.
For this description the Gentilly-I reactor wiii be used. GentiI Iy-1 uses
a vertical orientation, i.e., the axes of the pressure tubes are vertical,
and the coolant flows th~ough the reactor in an upward direction.
Figure A-7 is a schematic illustration of the concept which employs
a direct cycle. Ordinary water is pumped to the bottom of each fuel channel
via an individual feeder pipe. As the water passes upward and absorbs heat
from the fuel, a fraction (=18*) is evaporated to steam. The resulting
steam/water mixture flows to a conventional steam drum where the steam and
water are separated. The steam flows to the turbine and the water, mixed
with incoming feedwater in the drum, flows down to the circulating pumps,
completing the cycle. The moderator cooling system is basically the same
as for a CANDU-PHW.
The major reactor components are shown in Figure A-8. From the
physics point of view, with the exception of the different coolant, the
general concept is very similar to the CANDU-PHW. Some of the differences
in detail will be mentioned.
The fuel channels are divided equally between two separate heat transport circuits. This reduces the severity of a loss of coolant accident,
assuming the failure of only one of the circuits.
Reactivity control and shutdown mechanisms penetrate the calandria
both vertically and horizontally. Control absorbers, injection shut down
nozzles and in-core flux-monitor tubes enter vertically through the top
tube sheet on inter-lattice positions. Booster rods penetrate the calandria
hori zontalIy.
The booster rods, containing enriched fuel, repiace the adjuster rods
in the CANDU-PHW as far ab providing xorcn over-ride after a shutdown is
concerned. The adjuster rod function of radial shaping of the power distribution is achieved in G-l by two zone differential refuelling - fuel in
a central region is taken to higher burnups than fue* in the outer region.
Shutdown is by moderator dump backed up by a poison injection system
which provides rapid insertion of a highly absorbing liquid poison into
the moderator.
Solid absorbers, rather than the liquid water zone control chambers
mentioned under CANDU-PHW, =are used for zone and bulk control.
The major pressure tube parameters are summarized below:
Minimum Internal Diameter:

103.2 mm (4.064 in.)

Minimum WaIt Thickness:

2.29mm (0.09 in.)

Approximate Lengih:

5.62 m (18 ft 5 1/8 in.)

Material:

Heat-treated Zirconium2.5* Niobium
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The fuel for the reactor is in the form of bundles, with an outer
diameter of 102.4 mm. Each bundle is 495 mm (19.5 in.) long and contains
18 fuel elements arranged in inner and outer rings of 6 and 12 elements,
respccrively, about an unfuelled central position. This central position
is occupied by a tubular tie-rod which holds together the complete fuel
channel charge of ten bundles. The individual fuel elements consist of
compacted and sintered natural UO2 pellets contained in thin (=0.5 mm)
Zircaloy tuL-ular sheaths -19-7 mm (0.78 in.) outside diameter.
Fuel changing for the reactor is on-powev and is accomplished by
a single fuelling machine which couples to a lower fuel channel end fitting
and replaces the complete charge of fuel in the channel. Fuel bundles may
be re-inserted later into the sane or other channels and may occupy any
axial position in the inserted fuel string.

A.4

AN OVERVIEW OF CANDU CHARACTERISTICS E 4 ' 5 ' 6 ' 7 ]

assumea to have the form of a MaxwelIian distribution with a temperature,
T n (usually referred to as the neutron temperature), and the epithermal
spectrum is assumed to have a I/E form, A joining function is also specified to give a smooth transition between the two. r is approximately the
ratio of neutron density in the epithermal part of the spectrum to the
total neutron density.
Typical values for these parameters in the fuel of a CANDU reactor
operating under standard operating conditions are: T n - 200°C, r = 0.045.
With this convention, effective cross sections for materials are
expressed in the form:
0

=

where

In this overview of CANDU characteristics, Pickering reactor units
will be used as an example unless otherwise stated.

a o tg + rs)
a

is the Westcott cross section,

ao

is the 2200 m/s cross section,

g,s

are tabulated for materials of interest as
a function of T n

Critical Size and Reactivity
Measurements have been made of the buckling of cold, clean lattices
of simulated Pickering fuel channels and the results are shown in Figure
A-9 as a function of hexagonal lattice pitch. From these it can be seen
that, for a hexagonal lattice pitch of 30.7 cm (which corresponds to the
28.575 cm square lattice pitch in Pickering), the buckling is about 3.8 m"2.
This means that a bare critical cylinder with minimum volume would have a
radius of about 1.5 m and a height of 2.8 m, giving a volume of 20 m 3 .
The actual Pickering units are, of course, not simple bare cylinders.
The 6 m long fuel rods are enclosed in the calandria which has a radius of
*4 m over most of its length. [There is a small st.jp decrease in calandria
radius at both ends.3 The 390 fuel channels on a 28.575 cm square lattice
pitch give an effective core radius of 3.184 m. The space between this
radius and the calandria is occupied by heavy water, to form a radial
reflector. The geometric buckling of this arrangement is 0.65m- 2 , which
would correspond to a minimum bare cylindrical volume of 283 m 3 .
This extra size provides about \0% CAk/k) in excess reactivity above
cold, clean critical. This excess reactivity is allocated approximately
as in Table A-ll.
Neutron Spectrum
The neutrons in a CANDU reactor have a we I I-thermal 1 zed energy spectrum. In fact, the spectrum is thermal enough that quite accurate estimates of reaction rates can be made using the approximation of a Weetcott
spectrum* i.e., a neutron spectrum characterized by only two parameters,
T n and r. In this approximation, the thermal part of the spectrum is
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Neutron Balance
In order to get a reasonable burnup with natural uranium fuel, great
care must be taken not to waste neutrons. If l£ more of the neutrons could
be made available to compensate for burnup effects, the burnup could be
increased by some 17*.
Table A-III Summarizes trie statistical fates of 1000 typical fast
neutrons in a CANDU reactor operating under standard conditions with an
equilibrium core. Note that the 1000 neutrons with which we start are
assumed to be below the fast fission threshold En U-238. The value of
the fast fission factor is about 1.027.
There are several interesting points which the table shows. For
example, it can be seen that a very significant fraction of the power comes
from fission in fissile plutonium isotupes. One can also estimate the
Conversion ratio by taking the ratio of U-236 plus Pu-240 absorptions to
U-235 plus Pu-239 plus Pu-241 absorptions. The result is 0.73, although
this estimate is a bit low since it neglects U-238 absorptions above the
fast fission threshold.
Fuel Burnup
Figure A-10 is an estimated curve of reactivity change as a function
cf uniform burnup for a Pickering lattice. Since there is nominally 3.0£
Ak/k in reactiv'ty available to compensate for burnup effects, we can see
from thi s f igure that, if the burnup were uni form throughout the core, the
excess reactivity could sustain a burnup of ~4500 MWd/TeU.

~l
However, as we shall see in more detail later, since the reactors
are fuelled almost continuously on-power, there is always a range of
burnups in J>he fuel in the reactor - running from fresh fuel to fuel ready
to be discharged. The fresher fuel helps to compensate for the extra
neutron requ t rements of the fueI near discharge burnup. It turns out that
a very good estimate of discharge burnup can be obtained by integrating
the curve in Figure A-10 to a point such that the area under the curve is
zero - as shown in Figure A-1 I. This point qives an estimate of the
average discharge burnup. Of course the achievable discharge burnup
depends on the fuel management scheme used and this topic will be discussed
in some detail later.
Very good measurements of fuel burnup in the Pickering units are made
by keeping account of the fuel consumption as a function of total cumulative
heat produced. Figure A-12 is a typical plot of fuel added versus total
integrated reactor heat output. The current burnup estimates from up-todate measurements of this type are:
for Pickering Units I and 2

-

175 MWh/kq

for Pickering Units 3 and 4

-

190 MWh/kg

Discharge Fuel Composition
The discharge fuel from Pickering has the following approximate heavy
isotope composition:
Isotope

Content
(g/kg of fresh U fed)

U-235
U-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242

Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242

In CAND'J reactors higher form factors than this are achieved by
flattening the power distributions. In Pickering, radial flattening is
achieved through the presence of the relatively thick heavy water reflector
and by the positioning of the adjuster rods. The adjuster rods are also
des i gned to g i ve some axial f1ux fIatten i ng. The resuIt is a nom i naI rad i a I
f
orm factor of 0.82 and a nominal axial form factor of 0.71, giving an overall nominal form factor of 0.574. In other CANDU designs radial power
flattening is achieved by two-zone differential burnup.
This is a noninal value of form factor because it does not take into
account effects which can lead to distortions of the nominal power distribution. Such effects include ripple caused by discrete fuel changing, disruptions or peculiarities in the fuel management schedule, and cr.anges in
control absorbers or adjuster rod configuration, we shal I discuss some
of these effects in more detail later.

The most important reactivity coefficients in CANDUs are associated
with temperatures (fuel, coolant and moderator) and coolant density.

Compos it ion
66
27
5
2

Resource Utilization
It can be seen from the figures given that, as thermal reactors go,
CANDU has a favourable position with respect to uranium utU'zation. This
is particularly true when one considers its potential for employing
advanced fuel cycles, as we will see in a later section.
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In thft economics of power reactors it is important to achieve a
high form factor for the power distribution (i.e., a high ratio of average
power production per unit length of channel to maxinum power per unit
length). In a uniform bare cylindrical reactor the axial power distribution would be in the form of a cosine giving an axial form factor of 2/TT,
and the radial power distribution would be in the form of a Besse' function,
(Jo) with a radial form factor of 0.431. Therefore the overalI form factor
would be 0.274.

Reactivity Coefficients

Looking only at the plutonium isotopes we see that this leads to the
following percentage composition:
Isotope

Power Distributions
As a general rule the macroscopic flux distributions in C*NuJ are
quite smooth with no steep gradients. We will discuss sone o' the distortions f rom noni naI shapes wh ich can take pi ace in a Iater lecture.

The fuel temperature coefficient is strongly negative for fresh fuel,
due mainly to Doppler broadening of the U-238 resonances as the fuel temperature increases. As fuel burnup proceeds, and plutonium builds up, this
coefficient becomes somewhat less negative.
Increases in cooiant temperature result in lower coolant density and
a neutron spectrum with a higher nei'tron temperature. Since neutron spectrum effects depend strongly on the amount of plutonium present, the
coolant temperature coefficient is strongly burnup dependent. Figure A-13
shows react i v i ty change i n Picker i ng uni ts as a funet ion of heat transport
system temperature, for fresh and equilibrium fuel. Mote that the coolant
temperature coefficient is strongly negative for fresh fuel but is very
close to zero for equilibrium fuel.
The moderator temperature coefficient is ^ balance among several
effects. An increase in moderator temperature decreases the moderator
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(c)

density, resulting in smali changes in moderator absorption and moderating
effect, and also raises the neutron temperature. The net result is a
coefficient with some burnup dependence, but always small. This coefficient
is not very significant from the point of view of control or safety, since
changes in moderator temperature occur relatively slowly.

Radial and axial flux flattening and xenon override reactivity
control are achieved by IS cobalt control rods (adjuster rods)
which are normally inserted into the core central region. These
rods form part of the automatic regulating system and will
individually withdraw to compensate for reactivity deficits.
The adjuster rods provide sufficient xenon override to permit
the units to be shut down for one-half hour and then returned
to power.

The net effect of these coefficients is a negative power coefficient
in Pickering at all fuel burnups.
The coolant void effect in Pickering is positive. For the hypothetical case of complete, instantaneous loss of all coolant from a unit, operating at full power with an equilibrium composition core, the reactivity
gain would be just under \%.

(d)

Additional automatic reactivity control is provided by adjustable moderator level. This only functions in situations which
are beyond the capacity of the liquid zone control system.

(e)

Medium term reactivity control, to compensate for start-up
transients and extra core refuelling, is available by adding
boron to the moderator system. This is a manual control system
and is selected in preference to operation with reduced moderator I eve I.

All the above coefficients are affected to varying degrees by the
presence of boron in the moderator (used during the early life of the
reactor to hold down excess reactivity).
Kinetics Parameters
The kinetics parameters for CANDU reactors are very similar to those
for other thermal reactors. There are two notable exceptions: (I) the
mean neutron lifetime, of about I ms, is relatively long compared to many
other thermal reactors.
(2) In heavy water moderated reactors, photoneutrons from (Y,n) reactions on deuterium play a similar role to the
delayed neutrons from fission. While in a typical case the photoneutrons
are only about 5% as abundant as delayed neutrons they tend to have much
longar half-lives which leads to much longer reactor periods for small
reactivity changes and a higher neutron source after long shutdowns.
Control
Control of reactivity and core power distriDution is achieved in
CANDUs by the use of several techniques and devices, each having a specific
appIication.
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(a)

Long term control is achieved by fuel management. On-power
refuelling starts after about 6 months operation and the
core reactivity and power distributions are stabilized to the
equilibrium condition after approximately a further year of
refuelling. Once the equi I ibrium condition is established it
is maintained by refuelling about ten channels per week
according to an appropriate schedule.

(b)

Fine control of both reactor power level and flux tiiv is
achieved using light water rods (liquid zone control
system). This system consists of 14 light water compartments, with water level automatically adjusted by computer
control to correct any power deviations from a desired
reference value. The light water acts as a neutron
absorber when introduced into the compartments.

We will discuss some of the effects of these systems in more detail
later.

A.5

DESIGN OPTIONS

There are several design options in the CANDU concept, some of which
have been taken in designing ofher (than Pickering) reactors. These will
now be briefly discussed and their implications with respect to reactor
physics characteristics noted.
(a)

Pressure Vessel vs Pressure Tube
A M the Canadian CANDU reactors use the pressure tube concept
rather than a pressure vessel. The decision was primarily made
on the basis that, at the time, the capability of Canadian
industry for pressure vessel fabrication would put a limit on
the capacity of CANDU reactors if the pressure vessel route
were adopted. Since that time a number of further advantages
of the pressure tube approach have become evident, including
some safety advantages, ease of on-power refuelling and adaptability to changes in reactor size.
I'se of a pressure vessel could reduce pai .itic absorption
in the core and hence permit higher fuel burnup. This advantage does not appear to us to compensate for the disadvantages,
and it is likely that Canada will continue with tho pressure
tube approach.
Atucha, a heavy water moderated power reactor of German design
in Argentina, uses a pressure vessel.

(b)

Orientation
Alt CANDU-PHWs, built or currently planned, use a horizontal
orientation for the pressure tubes. Gentilly-I, a demonstration CANDU-BLW, uses a vertical orientation, and design
studies have been done using vertical orientation for CANDUPHWs. There has been some controversy as to the best choice,
but it appears unlikely that any change will be made for the
CANDU-PHW concept.
The reactor physics characteristics are only affected
indirectly by orientation. The problems of access for control
and detection devices are different, and this might lead to
some changes. Refuelling mechanisms are different, with a
central support tube being required in each fuel string to
permit removal, which could also lead to changes in fuel
management. In the Genti My-I reactor, all the fuel bundles
in a channel are removed during a refuelling operation, rearranged into any desired order in the bays, and returned later
to another fuel channel 'in the reactor. This introduces another
degree of freedom in fuel management, since with the CANDU-PHW
refuelling arrangements the sequential order of fuel bundles
in a channel is maintained. This feature has been useful in
Gentilly-I, since it permits the axial flux distortion caused
by the axial variation of coolant density to be compensated by
fuel management,

(c)

Coolant Options
The main coolant opt'ons in which Canada ;s interested are
pressurized heavy water, boiling light water and organic.
As we have seen, pressurized heavy water has 3 substantial
head start, with all existing and planned systems using
this option.
Both the boiling light water and organic options are estimated to have substantial potential wit'i respect to capital
cost reduction, largely through reduction in heavy water
requirements. Savings of the order of 15-20? in capital
and IO-I55& in energy costs are projected. The boiling
light water coolant option has the further advantage of
using a common liquid and a direct j.team cycle (with an
associated improvement in thermal-to-electricaI conversion
efficiency). The organic coolant option permits the use
of higher steam temperatures, givinc a marked improvement
in thermal-to-electrical conversion efficiency. It also
has much reduced radiation from the primary heat transport
circuit.

Broadly speaking, the reactor physics characteristics of all these
options are quite similar. There are relatively small differences in
achievable burnup, but the most important differerces are in reactivity
coefficients. In particular, the reactivity effect of completely voiding
the coolant is larger for the boiling lie,ht water and orgaric options.

Moderator Dump or Not
The moderator dump feature has been removed from post-Pickering
CANDU-PHW designs. It has been replaced by another independent
shut-down mechanism, liquid poison injection. Apart from
removing the option of reactivity control by variation of moderator level, this has had Ifttie effect on reactor physics characteristics.

Cd)

(e)

While Canada ma i ntains an interest, it is unl i kely that the boiIi ng
light water and organic options will be developed to the commercial stage
in the near future.

Adjuster Rods vs Booster Rods
The Bruce CANDU-PHW reactor uses insertion of highly-enriched
booster rods for xenon poison override rather than removal of
adjuster rods. Radial flux flattening is then achieved by twozone differential burnup, with fuel in i central zone being
taken to a higher burnup than fuel in an outer zone. There are
advantages and disadvantages to both systems. The booster rod
system results in less in-core parasitic absorption, whereas
the flux distortion problems associated with adjuster rods are
less severe. The economics depend on several factors, including"
the amount of use the xenon override system gets, and the market
for the product cf adjuster rod irradiation. The decision has
been made in .'avour of adjuster rods, and post-Bruce designs
employ this concept.
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FIGURE A-l
Picket i.iy Reactor Core Schematic

FIGURE A-3
Pickering Reactor Arrangement

Adjuster Rods-

CANDU PHU Schematic

FIGURE A-4

Zone Control and Flux Detectors

Shutoff Rods

Reactivity Control and Safety Devices
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FIGURE A-7
Simplified Station Flow Diagram
CAMDU BLW

FIGURE A-8
Gentilly Reactor Assembly
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FIGURE A-9

Material Buckling versus Lattice Pitch
for a Pickering-type Fuel Channel

FIGURE A - l l
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FIGURE A-10

Reactivity vs Burnup (Natural Uranium)
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FIGURE A-12

Fuel Consumption and Burnup for
Pickering Units 1 and 2

Reactivity Change Due to Transport System
Temperature Change in the Pickering Reactor
Theory Compared with Experiment.
(mk = milli-k, a change in reactivity of 10" 3 )
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BASIC LATTICE

PHYSICS

INTRODUCTION

The original target for the CANDU design was a heavy water moderated
power reactor capable of producing energy at competitive costs, using
natural uranium as the fuel. The main uncertainties were associated with
the reactivity of natural uranium lattices with complex-geometry fuel under
power reactor conditions of temperature and pressure, and the change in
this reactivity with fuel irradiation. The key question was whether there
would be enough excess reactivity to support a fuel burnup which would be
high enough to make efficient use of uranium and provide competitive energy
costs. The degree of freedom offered by enrichment was not available in
the design.
The fundamental nuclear data and the methods of analysis were not
accurate enough at the time that a reliable design could be based entirely
on calculation. As a result the development of the CANDU concept was tied
closely to the results of integral physics measurements.
Three main types of integral experiments were used: zero energy
lattice experiments, measurements of reactivity change with irradiation, and
measurements in power reactors. The results of these measurements were used
initially in developing semi-empirical correlations for studying various
design options and predicting reactor performance characteristics, and later
in checking more sophisticated, fundamental lattice codes for the same
purpose.
The rationale behind the program is quite straightforward. It is
vastly easier and cheaper to do measurements in a zero energy facility than
directly in a facility operating under power reactor conditions. Thus many
more measurements can be made in a zero energy lattice test reactor and a
much more detailed understanding of the lattice physics obtained. By measuring separately the effects of changes in lattice conditions, perturbations
to the lattice, and fuel irradiation, the results can be satisfactorily
extrapolated to power reactors. The final check is by far less extensive
measurements in the power reactors themselves.
B.2

ZERO ENERGY LATTICE EXPERIMENTS

[83

Since 1945 there has always been at least one zero energy lattice test
reactor at CRNL* (.Zero enevgij is a bit of an exaggeration since such reactors typically operate at powers of 100 W.) The first one was ZEEP - well
known as the first reactor to operate outside the U.S. In I960 the larqer
ZED-2 was commissioned with the specific purpose of permitting accurate
measurements for the large fuel assemblies and wide lattice spacings planned
for Canadian D2O power reactors. Both reactors were operated until mid-1970
when ZEEF was molhbaiied.

A zero enerqy lattice test reactor has two main functions. The first
is to provide a facility in which -1 broad range of lattices of a given
general type can be assembled and made critical - different fuels, with
different geometrical designs, at different lattice spacings. The properties of these lattices are then studied to aid in assessment of concepts
and proposals, and in design of research or power reactors. The second is
to provide a facility in which specific situations thai" arise in the design
or operation of research or power reactors can be mocked-up in order to
solve specific reactor physics problems.
While operating conditions of research and power reactors cannot be
exactly duplicated, many can be approximated. The usefulness of a lattice
test reactor lies mainly in the wide variety of measurements that can be
made related to detailed neutron behaviour in the system. Therefore two
very important requirements of such a facility are flexibility and accessibility.
Careful attention was paid to these two requirements in the design of
2ED-2 (Figure B-l).
The facility consists basically of a reactor vessel
(calandria) having an inside diameter of 336 cm and a depth of 334 cm, surrounded by a graphite reflector 60 cm in mean radial thickness on the sides
and 90 cm thick on the bottom, and both enclosed (afonq with a D2O pump and
drain circuits) in a 7.2 metre square reactor well having 45 cm thick concrete walls. Fuel rods are suspended on offset hangers from eleven steel
beams straddling the top of the calandria. Remotely operated mechanicalhydraulic mechanisms are provided either to move the beams across the
calandria or to move a row of hangers along the beans, thus permitting a
change in lattice spacing for either square or hexagonal lattices. Access
to the calandria can be had either by removal of a 3.3 metre diameter
revolving lid or through aluminum hatches which are clamped to this lid.
Two rolling radiation shields provide easy access to the revolving lid.
Heavv water can be transferred to the calandria from three dump tanks at a
rate co to that equivalent to 10 cm increase in the D2O level in the calandria per minute. Reactor control is achieved by adjustment of the D2O level
in the calandria. This level is measured roughly with a pressure transducer
and accurately with a probe which gives an electrical signal when lowered to
touch the surface of the D2O. Over the range 0 to 300 cm an absolute accuracy of ±0.1 cm can be achieved with the probe and readings are reproducible
to a standard deviation of 0.003 cm. To shut down quickly, moderator is
removed rapidly from the calandria through three dump lines. A freezerdrier unit is used to dry the calandria when required. Heaters aro provided
capable of raising the moderator temperature to 90°C.
The experiments done in the lattice test reactors, particularly ZED-2,
can be d i v ided i nto four genera I categories:
(a)

uniform, cold, clean lattice experiments,

(b)

effects of changes in temperature, coolant densily
and of uniform poisons,

(c)

spatial perturbation effects, and

(d)

kinetics experiments.
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Each of these categories will be discussed in the following sections. The experiments as a whole have provided a firm basis for most of
the estimates of physics performance on which Canadian power reactors
have been conceived, designed and operated.

Figure B-2 gives an example of buckling measurement results for
28-element, natural U 0 2 fuel assemblies having D2O, He and HB-40 coolants,
over a range of lattice pitches.
Neutron Fine Structure Measurements

B.Z.I

Uniform Cold Clean Lattice Experiments

l.12.13.14]

During the period 1960-1969, ZED-2 was used mainly for studies of
lattices in the range of interest of the Canadian power reactor program.
Lattices were assembled at a variety of lattice spacinqs and with air, D 2 0,
H 2 0 and HB-40 coolants using the following fuel assemblies:
7-element U0 2
19-eIement UO2
28-element U 0 2
19-element U-metal
7-element UC
19-element ThO 2 -UO 2
31-element simulated irrad iated fuel.
Since that time further lattice experiments have been done with
rods having other geometries. The most notable example is a series of
experiments carried out with 37-element rods of U02, U 3 Si, UC and U-metal
made to identical geometries. The measurement techniques have improved
with time to a degree that the later experiments have been done with substitution techniques using as few as seven test rods, rather than with fullsea le lattices.
Measurements were made in these lattices thdt give information on
the critical size of the lattice in any geometry, the ratio of fissions in
fertile isotopes (caused by high energy neutrons) to fissions in fissile
isotopes, the ratio of fissile material produced Cby neutron capture in
fertile isotopes) to fissile material destroyed (by fission or neutron capture), and the shape of the neutron energy spectrum. Measurements were also
made of the spatial distribution of neutron flux within channels, lattice
cells and the lattice.
Buckling Measurements

Distributions of neutron density within cells and fuel channels
are measured by neutron activation of Mn-Ni foils and wires in the central
lattice cell. Mn-Ni foils (-0.10 mm thick) are placed between fuel pellets,
and Mn-Ni wires <0.5l mm diameter) in longitudinal holes in the fuel pellets and a1 various positions in the coolant and moderator. The activities
measured are corrected for the macroscopic neutron density variation across
the cell and the Mn resonance activation (using measured neutron spectrum
parameters). Average neutron densities in the various cell materials are
found by graphical integration.
Figure B-3 shows some typical results for * 28-element, natural
U0 2 fuel assembly having D 2 O coolant, in a hexagonal lattice with a 28 cm
pitch.
Figure B-4 shows the total neutron densities in moderator and
coolant relative to that in the fuel, as a function of lattice pitch, for
the 28-element, natural UO2 fuel assemblies.
Neutron Spectrum Parameter Measurements (r and T n )
Measurements of the Westcott epithermal index, r, and the effective
neutron temperature, T n , are generally made in the fuel, at the cell boundary
and on the surface of the calandria tube. Thin In-AI and Lu-Mn-At foils are
irradiated together at the test positions and at a reference position in the
reflector. The value of r VT n /T o a+ the reference position is determined by
measuring the Cd ratio for thick In-AI foils. The In/Mn and Lu-177/Mn ratios
at the test positions relative to the same ratios at the reference position
are used to determine rV T n /f o and T n respectively, and hence also r.
Some typical results for 28-element natural UO2 fuel assemblies with
D 2 0 coolant, at two lattice pitches are shown in Table B-I.
Fast Fission Ratio Measurements

is determined by the fitted distribut
For exper irnents w i th on I y a few rods in the test rod I aft ice, buckIings are measured by substitution techniques. Critical height changes
associated with progressive substitution of test rodb are used to determine
the buckling, employing a two-group, heterogeneous code.
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6

=

Ry(t)

P(t)

where

Ry(t) is the ratio of U-238 activity to U-235
activity, as a function of time after the
irradiation, obtained from the natural and
depleted foiI measurements,

ar.d

P(t) is a complex counter-efficiency factor.

P(t) is determined by measuring Ry(t) for a fast
neutron facility of known S using the same foils
Z6 for the fast neutron facility was measured with
a back-to-bsck fission chamber containing ~90 wt?
U-235 on one side and either natural or depleted
uranium on the other].
The measured value of fast fission ratio for 28-element natural
UO2 fuel assemblies with D2O coolant at a hexagonal pitch of 28 cm is 0.058.
The value is only a weak function of lattice pitch over the range of interest but does depend on coolant. For example, the value for the sama lattice, but with air instead of D 2 0 coolant, is 0.063.
Experimental errors in measurements of <5 are about ±355.
Initial Conversion Ratip Measurements
The initial conversion ratio for a fresh natural uranium lattice
is defined as the ratio of Pu-239 production to U-235 destruction. It is
measured by comparing the ratios of Np-239 activity to fission product
activity in identical natural UO2 wafers (0.1 mm thick) irradiated in the
fuel and in a pure thermal neutron flux. Coincidence ycoun^lng is used to
measure the Np-239 activities. Fission-product activities are measured by
y-counting and are corrected for fast fission using Rv(t) values from the
fast fission ratio measurements.
In order to derive the initial conversion ratio from these measurements, two additional factors, based on fundamental nuclear data, must
be used. These are the relative ratios of U-235 destruction to U-235
fission in the test location spectrum and in a pure thermal spectrum, and
the ratio of U-238 absorption to U-235 absorption in a pure thermal spectrum.
Relative initial conversion ratio measurements are accurate to
±0.5?, but absolute values have a further 0.8? uncertainty associated with
the fundamental data used for the ratio of U-238 absorptions to U-235
absorptions in a pure thermal spectrum.
Results of measurements of initial conversion ratio, for latlices
of D20-cooled, 28-element natural UO2 fuel assemblies are summarized below:
A Lattice Pitch (cm)
24
28
32
40

B.2.2

Initial Conversion Ratio
0.9258
O.a459
0.8054
0.7663

Effects of Changes in Lattice Conditions H4.15]
Temperature Effects

!n both ZEEP and ZED-2, provision is made for heaters in the
moderator. Using these, the lattice temperature can be raised uniformly

by some 60°C. Tit is technique lias been used to measure effects of temperature changes to provide a means of checking lattice codes, but it ;s a
long way from simulating operating power reactor temperatures.
In order to provide information more directly relevant to power
reactors, a series of experiments were carried out some time ago using a
single hot loop in ZEEP. This facility consisted of an 8.3 cm inner diameter insulated pressure tube through which water or air at temperatures up
to 300cC could be passed. Various test sections were placed in the pressure tube and reaction rate measurements made in the test section and
through the lattice cell, for various temperatures inside the pressure
tuoe. These measurements were similar to those which have already been
discussed under Neutron Fine Structure Measurements and Neutron Spectrum
Parameter Measurements, The results proved to be very useful in extrapolating the cold, clean lattice measurements to power reactor conditions.
Figure B-5 summarizes measured average neutron temperatures vs coolant
temperature, for the case in which the test section was a CANDU-type UO2
fuel cluster and various coolants, ranging from H2O through various H2OC;0 mixtures to air, were used.
More recently we have acquired seven hot channel sites for use in
ZED-2. These facilities provide power reactor coolant temperature conditions in seven lattice sites. The imaginative design consists of wellinsulated pressure tubes, having a nominal inner diameter of 10 cm, that
contain an internal 3 kV electric heater which can raise tht temperature of
the fuel plus liquid coolant to 300°C. The heat loss for operation at
300°C is about 100 rt and only a fraction of this loss is to the moderator.
With this lew neat loss, the flui.1 temperature can be kept very uniform
axially and moderator healing does not introduce experimental problems.
These facilities make it possible to perform standard few-rod lattice
measurements by substitution techniques. They have been used for natural
uranium lattice measurements, but we expect them to be particularly useful
for measurements with Pu-bearing and thorium fuels.

Coolant Density Effects
Of course, coolant density varies with coolant temperature and
these effects are simulated in the hot channel experiments. However, we
are also interested in coolant density changes due to boiling.
Simulated boiling experiments have Deen done with lattices of
H20~cooled, 28-element natural U0 2 fuel assemblies in ZED-2 using the fewrod substitution technique already mentioned. Boiling coolant was simulated by bubblinq air through the H2O in a maximum of seven assemblies in
the central test zone, using an array of hypodermic neeales at the bottom
of each channel to introduce the air. Coolant density was varied by adjusting the air flow rate and by addinq minute quantities of a surface tension
reducing agent. Figure B-6 shows the measured buck I ings as a function of
effective coolant density.
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Moderator Poison
We are currently introducing a moderator poison addition and
removal system into ZED-2. This will expand the range of possible experiments. Moderator poi sons are used i n many of our reactor des igns and
some reactivity coefficients depend significantly on the amount of moderator poison present.

B.2.3

Perturbed Lattices [16.17.18.19,20,21]

In a power reactor, the lattice is seldom uniform throughout the
core. Irregularities occur due to bundle-end effects, fuel changing operations, non-uniform burnup, control absorbers and boosters. These effects
have also been studied extensively in zero energy lattice experiments.
Bundle-End Peaking
The fuel in a CANDU reactor channel is not axially continuous,
since gaps containing no fuel occur at the bundle ends. Many of the uniform cold clean lattice experiments are done with simulated bundle geometries, and the measured lattice properties include the effects of the gaps.
Since it is important to understand the effect of such gaps in detail in
order to optimize fuel design, many additional experiments have been done.
Reactivity affects are o* some interest but more attention is directed at
the detailed flux behaviour in the vicinity of the bundle ends since excessive peaks could cause fuei over-rating. Figure B-7 shows torn© typical
results from such measurements.
Refuel ling Effects

materials, geometries, and configurations, with both reactivity effects and
flux perturbation factors being measured.
Figure B-9 is an example of some results from one particular set of
measurements. Shown are radial flux perturbation factors caused by three
different absorbers located in the central position of a 27.94 cm square
pitch, open-centre lattice of 28-element, natural UO2 fuel assemblies with
O2O coolant. The three absorbers consisted of a 6 cm nominal diameter
aluminum tube filled successively with water and water having two different
concentrations of dissolved boron (2.5 mg/m£ and 8.0 mg/mJt).
Booster Rod Effects
In some CANDU designs, booster rods (i.e., highly-enriched U-AI
alloy rods) are used to override xenon poison in the startup after a shutdown. In general the flux distortions produced by booster rods are positive
and have the potential of being more serious than those produced by local
absorbers. Therefore accurate reactivity and flux perturbation estimates
are requi red.
Zero energy lattice experiments have provided data against which
to verify (and improve) the codes used for these estimates.
A set of measurements was performed in ZED-2 on simulated BLW 61element booster rods containing 5.0, 6.56 and 7.46 g of U-235 per cm of
length. These booster rods either replaced the central fuel assembly in a
rod-centered lattice or were located interstitially at the centre of an opencentre lattice. Figure B-10 shows the measured radial flux perturbation
factor for the case of a 5 g/cm booster rod in an open-centre lattice of
28-element, air-cooled fuel assemblies on a 27.94 cm square pitch. Other
experiments have studied interaction effects among two or more booster rods.

During on-power refuelling operations, perturbations are introduced
at the channel being refuelled. These ar'j most severe in the case of
Gentilly-I, where a complete fuel string is removed during the refuelling
operation and then replaced by another. At one stage in this procedure the
channel contains no fuel but is filled with tight water.

B.2.4

The effects of such a perturbation have been studied in a simulated
CANOU-BLW lattice in ZED-2. The experiment consisted of measuring the reactivity and flux distribution effects of replacing the fuel in the central
channel of the lattice with light water. Figure B-8 shows some typical
results. The flux perturbation factor (defined as the ratio of perturbed
flux to unperturbed flux where both are normalized to a constant flux far
from the perturbation) is shown as a function of radial distance from the
perturbation.

In a small reactor the time dependence of the neutron flux, following a small change in reactivity from critical, can be well approximated
by assuming that the spatial flux shape is independent of time. The time
dependence of the flux level can then be calculated using standard formulae.
The data on which this time behaviour depends are the change in reactivity,
the mean neutron lifetime in the cere, and the yields and half-lives of
delayed and photoneutron precursors.

Absorber Effects
Since absorbers are used for control and shutdown, it is important
to be able to estimate their effects on both reactivity and flux distributions. Experiments in ZED-2 have been done for different absorber

Kinetics Experiments t 22 ' 23 ^
Point Kinetics

In heavy water reactors, in addition to the six delayed neutron
groups (corresponding to six precursors), nine photoneutron groups have
been identified. While these photoneutron groups have relatively low yielas,
seven of them have precursors with ha If-lives longer than the longest halflife of the delayed neutron precursors.
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Experiments in 2ED-2 and ZEEP have shown that good agreement can
be obtained with experimental transient behaviour using all fifteen
delayed and photoneutron groups. Good agreement for times less than about
100 seconds can be obtained by collapsing the photoneutron groups into the
delayed neutron group. Doing this gives the following effective yields
and decay constants for the six delayed neutron groups:
Group

Yield

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.0003808
0.001524
0.001392
0.003278
0.001077
0.000252

Three experimental programs have provided data on the effects of
long irradiation of natural uranium fuel. These are designated as:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Decay Constant (s - 1 )
0.0007363
0.03171
0.1177
0.3139
1 .402
3.919

0.0079038

Spatial Kinetics

The net reactivity change with irradiation of natural uranium fuel
is a delicate balance between positive and negative effects. Thus integral
experiments were essential in order to attain a reliable estimate of
achievable burnup.
NRX-GLEEP Measurements
This program was carried out in the 1950s in a collaborative
effort between staff at Chalk River and at Harwell. Natural uranium samples were irradiated in the NRX reactor at Chalk River, measurements of the
reactivity were made at the GLEEP oscillator at Harwell before and after
irradiation, and chemical and mass-spectrometric analyses of the samples
were made at Chalk River. The results, summarized in Figure 8-13, show the
now faniliar curve of reactivity change with irradiation.
NRU-PTR Measurements

In large reactors the assumption of constant spatial flux shape
after a small reactivity change from critical is no longer valid, due to
the loose coupling between widely separated regions of the core. The
problem faced was how to get relevant data from a small reactor. The solution adopted was to do experiments in ZED-2 with split coves.
Figure B-ll shows a typical experimental arrangement. The core
consists of two loosely coupled regions - the decoupling being achieved by
separating the core into two halves and, in some cases, putting a weaklyabsorbing curtain of H2O-ffiled aluminum tubes between them. The separation
between the two halves was also varied in some experiments.
Figure B-12 shows some typical results. An absorber rod was
dropped into the position shown in F igure B-l I and the flux measured as a
function of time after +he drop at detectors located in each core half, in
diametrically opposite positions. The curves show the ratio of these detector signals as a function of time for two cases, with and without the H2O
absorber curtain.
Measurements of this type provide benchmark experiments against
which the codes used for Dower reactor design and operation can be checked.

B.3

NRX-GLEEP Measurements
NRU-PTR Measurements
NPD Fuel Analysis

IRRADIATION EFFECTS [24»25»26,27,28]

Zero energy lattice experiments give a firm basis for the physics
characteristics of power reactors with fresh fuel, but do not give information on irradiation effects. Effects of saturating fission products, such
as xenon and samarium, are -*el I defined by researcn reactor operation and
experimentation and will iiot be discussed here.

marized

The results of these gross fission product determinations are sumin Table B-.TI.
NPD Fuel Analysis

In 1968 a series of eight 19-element NPH bundles, with irradiations
covering the range 1000-10,000 MWd/TeU, was mass spectrometricaI Iy analyzed
by the CEA in France. The bundles were selected to have an irradiation history typical of an unperturbed CANDU-type rftactor with bi-directional onpower fuelling. The measurements provided relative concentrations of U-235,
U-236, U-238,"Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-24I, Pu-242 and Nd-148 in each ring of oacn
bundle.
Figure B-14 shows measured bundle average nuclide ratios as a function of I - a, where
N 5 /N a
I - a =
Agreement with predictions is good. Agreement with detailed compositions
within the bundle is slightly less satisfactory than for the bundle average
compos it ions.
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B.4

PHYSICS ANALYSIS OF PHW REACTORS

SPECTRAL PARAMETERS

A major purpose of the experiments which have been discussed is to
aid in the development and verification of computer codes.
Figure B-15 shows a simplified chart of the physics activities and
some typical codes used in the analysis of CANDU-PHWs. Power reactor operation and experimentation also play a role in code verification and development as indicated in the figure, and this wiIf be discussed to a certain
extent in the next lecture. Here we will only give an example of code development and verification in terms of the experiments we have been discuss ing.
The lattice code, LATREP, has been developed specifically to calculate the characteristics of heavy water moderated lattice cells. It is a
semi-empirical code which can also treat fuel irradiation. LATREP is continually being improved and updated, and is periodically checked against a
set of measurements in some 60 lattices. A summary of the average errors
in the 1971 LATREP lattice parameters for all these lattices is given
below.
Parameter

Fast Fission Ratio
I n i t i a l Conversion Ratio
Epithermal Index (r)
Effective Neutron Temp.
Buckli ng
React i v i ty

Average Error
6.96
-0.25
0.68
2.49
0.01
0.079

±9.92?
±1.11?
±4.02?
±9.84°C
±0.17 m-J
±0.775?

si en a Mien

ZH cm A Pitch
r

Position

r

V
t"CJ

n

FUEL AVERAGE

0.0522

30

0.0403

77

CALANDHIA TUBE

0.0396

55

0.0295

46

CELL BOUNDARY

0.0320

11

0.0229

33

*

Moderator physical temperature

: 25°C

**

Moderator physical temperature

: 26"C

Errors In r are *3J absolute or ±1X r e l a t i v e
and errors tn T

are ±3°C

Experimental Error

TABLE B-I

±2.7?
±0.82?
±2.34?
±2.39°C
±0.07 m-2

GROSS FISSION PRODUCT CROSS SECTIONS

Figure B-16 gives an indication of LATREP's performance in calculating effects of irradiation.
As has already been mentioned, the perturbai icr, experiments and
kinetics experiments are used extensively as benchmarks In checking Doth
static and kinetic reactor codes.
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C, POWER REACTOR CORE PHYSICS
C.I

INTRODUCTION

From the reactor physics point of view there are two aspects of
power reactor operation of most interest. Firstly, a great deal of information can be derived from the start-up, comm'ssioning, and operation of
power reactors that is valuable in verifying and improving design methods.
Secondly, power reactor operation brings into focus a number of operational factors requiring further reactor physics input, thus directing
R&D effort into the most relevant channels.
In this lecture I wi 11 outline the reactor information obtained
from start-up and commission'ng of power reactors, then discuss three topics which have been emphasized by operating experience. These three topics,
in which R&D is continuing, are fuel management, flux mapping and control.

C.2

START-UP AND COMMISSIONING MEASUREMENTS [31*32,33,34,35]
Critical Size

For all power reactors the initial approach-to-critical is carefully monitored and the cold, clean critical size accurately determined.
Monitoring for early units was done with in-core detectors. In the Pickering and Bruce stations, after proving in each case on the first unit that
out-of-core detectors provided adequate monitoring, out-of-core detectors
were used for initial approach-to-critical in subsequent units.

In general, estimates of cold, clean criticality for later power
reactors were closer +o the measurements. For example, in Bruce the
approach-to-critical In the first unit, which also contained depleted
uranium fuel bundles, was done by removal of boron from the moderator, with
the moderator at full height. The variation of measured reciprocal count
rate with boron content is shown in Figure C-3. The measured concentration
at criticality was 8.0 ±0.5 mg B/kg D2O, while the predicted critical boron
concentration was 8.3 mg B/kg D 2 0. The difference corresponds to <0.3£ in
reactivity.
Calibration of Reactivity Devices
The methods used to calibrate reactivity devices during Bruce
reactor commissioning are fairly typical.
First the light water zone control system was calibrated against
boron in the moderator. During low power commissioning the system was operated without spatial control. The first step in the calibra;ion was tor&ise
all the zone levels to "*90£ full by removing boron from the moderator. Then
accurately weighed amounts of boron were added to the moderator system. To
maintain reactor power, the regulating system compensated for each addition
of boron by lowering the average zone level. Thus the change in average
zone level was equal to the reactivity worth of the added boron. Figure C-4
shows the results of the calibration. The total <0£-l00* full) measured
worth of the zone system was 5.4 til* mk which agrees reasonably well with
a calculated value of 5.9 mk.
Individual worths for the other reactivity devices (i.e., mechanical control absorber rods, shut-off rods, and booster rods) were determined
by noting the change in average light water zone level when each individual
device was inserted in the core. The total reactivity worths of inserting
all the boosters or removing all the shut-off rods were measured against
boron additions. All the results agreed with predictions to within %.

The initialcore in NPD contained depleted uranium fuel as well as
natural fuel. The first approach-to-critical was done by raising the moderator level wnil-3 measuring the neutron flux with three fission chambers near
the centre of the core. As the moderator level was raised, the increases in
count rates, corrected for flux shape, were plotted against the calculated
keff- Figure C-l shows the results for one of the fission chambers. The
function f(h), is simply the calculated keff multiplied by 1000, As can be
seen, the predicted reactivity was overestimated by some 1.256, corresponding
to an underestimate of about 20 cm in moderator level.

The coolant temperature coefficient for all the reactors has been
measured, using pump heat to warm up the heat transport system. Some sample results for Pickering were shown in the first lecture (Figure A-13) and
the results for other reactors are quite similar.

Due to the horizontal orientation of NPD, both the core shape and
average nuclear properties change as the moderator level is changed. Since
this represented a situation which had not been studied experimentally,
measurements were made in NPD of change in reactivity with moderator level.
Cadmium sulphate was injected into the coolant system in carefully controlled amounts and the level response noted. The moderator level was calibrated in terms of reactivity by means of a calculated curve of reactivity
vs cadmium concentration. Figure C-2 shows the resultant variation of
reactivity with moderator level.

The moderator temperature coefficient has been measured in boti->
NPD and Douglas Point. In Douglas Point, with 11.0475 ppm boron in the
moderator, when no change in reactivity had been detected after a 6°C increase in moderator temperature, the slow process of heating up the moderator was terminated. In NPD, a reactivity loss of 3.9 mk was deduced for
a change in moderator temperature from 2I°C to 74°C for a cold, clean full
tank (the value had to be deduced from values measured at full tank with
cadmium sulphate in the coolant and at a lower moderator level with no
cadmium sulphate).

Reactivity Coefficient Measurements
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1
Dynamic Measurements

Flux Distributions
in both Pickering and Bruce, extensive measurements of flux distributions were made during commissioning at low power (IO" J to I0"1* of full
power) using wire activation. Some of the Bruce measurements will be given
as an example.

In Bruce, shutdown transients following the drop of 30 shut-off
rods and 28 shut-off rods were obtained by recording the output of flux
detectors (ion chambers) located at various positions. A typical set of
results is shown in Figure C-8,

In B r u c e , flux shapes associated with five different reactor core
configurations were measured by using wire activation techniques and by
monitoring the output of in-core self-powered neutron flux detectors with
special instrumentation. For each core configuration, the radial flux shape

The dynamic experiments were simulated with CERBERUS, a two-group
three-dimensional finite-difference code which uses the Improved Quasistatic {IQS) method. Results of this simulation are also shown in Figure
C-8. Since out-of-core measurements showed some scatter in the rate of rod
drop, two transients were calculated for each case. The FAST transient was
based on the fastest drop measured in the laboratory tests and the SLOW
transient was calculated with a slower rod drop characteristic, to study the
sensitivity of neutron transients to possible scatter in the rod drop rates.
The measurements fall close to the FAST calculated transient, in accordance
with the fact that most rods were found to fall at the corresponding speed.
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with an Nal (T£) counter. The five configurations measured were: (a) the
nominal reference core, (b) 28 shut-off rods inserted, (c) 2 control absorbers partially inserted, (d) 3 booster rods inserted, and (4) 15 booster
rods inserted. As an example. Figure C-6 shows the measured radial distribution for the case of 2 control absorbers partially inserted. Also shown
in the same figure is the radial distribution calculated from a simulation
using the three-dimensional two-group neutron diffusion code, CHEBY. A
least squares normalization of the simulation to the measurements has been
made. As can be seen from the figure, the agreement between the simulation
and measurements is good. For the radial flux distribution, the standard
deviation is 4.5%.
The readings from a total of 107 in-core detectors, taken at the
same time as the wire actuation, were then compared to the simulation. The
results of this comparison are shown in Figure C-7, where the distribution
of a number of detectors having a given % deviation from the simulation is
shown. The standard deviation of the distribution is 5.9$.

The standard deviations for the other configurations are summarized

Configuration
Norn i na1 Reference

<2.0?

6.2?

28 Shutoff Rods in

< 2 ? in high flux region

Current too low to monitor

2 Control Absorbers
Partially in
3 Boosters in
15 Boosters in
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Standard Deviations
Activation/Simulation
Detectors/S imu1 at i on

4.5?

5.9?

3.0?

8.0?

<3? in high flux region

6.7?

Figure C-9 shows the dynamic reactivity calculated by CERBERUS for
the 30-rod drop case. The static reactivity of the rods is also given. The
dynamic reactivity at full insertion is more negative than the static. This
is because of the retardation of flux shape brought about by delayed neutron
holdup, together with neutronic decoupling. This retardation enhances the
importance of the absorber rods and their reactivity.
An extensive program of dynamic measurements was carried out in
Gentilly-I and this will be mentioned again later under the discuss'on of
control.

C.3

FUEL MANAGEMENT

C36»37]

C.3.1 NPD
The original concept of bi-directional, on-power fuel management
is applied in NPD. One fuel bundle a t a time is inserted and one removed
by means of a pair of fuelling machines that can be attached to the ends of
any of the horizontal fuel channels while the reactor is at full power. A
fresh bundle is inserted from the machine at one end of the channel while a
spent bundle is ejected t"to the machine at the other end. Alternate
channels are refuelled in opposite directions. After an initial fresh-fue!
reactivity transient was overcome (in about six months of operation) the
equilibrium fuelling rate was quickly established.
Fuel management in NPD is based on a 3-dimensional diffusion calculation of burnup with one mesh point per bundle, and it is found that
close to optimum burnup can be achieved by the fairly simple principle of
removing the most highly irradiated bundle when more reactivity is needed.
Some minor modifications to this scheme are required to ensure uniform
fuelling over the reactor face and in the two fuelling dirsctions. Any
anomalous trend in behaviour can be detected by reactor and channel instrumentation and can be compensated for in subsequent fuelling operations.
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This simple fuel management scheme has been completely successful
for the NPD reactor.

C.3.2

Out-of sequence adjuster rod movement: an incorrect
sequence of adjuster rod movement has been inadvertently adopted, causing overrating of fuel in some
areas.

(b)

Eight-bundle shifting in high-power regions: The
large permanent increase in rating of bundle I when
moved to position 9 (-150*500 kW) was believed to have
caused fuel failures.

Douglas Point Reactor

Two-bundle fuel shifts - i.e., inserting two bundles in each refuelling operation - were originally planned for the Douglas Point 200 MWe
reactor, to reduce the number of channel visits. However, after a delay in
starting on-power fuelling, it soon became apparent that two-bundie shifting
was not practical because the fuelling machines could not maintain the
required refuelling rate. Four-bi* -jIe shifts, giving negligible burnup
penalty, were adopted for a period ro reduce fuelling machine usage. Some
fuel failures then occurred which were shown to be caused by moving irradiated fuel bundles from low flux positions to higher flux positions. This
effect is illustrated in Figure C-10. The appearance of this defect mechanism for the first time in the Douglas Point reactor was due partly to the
higher rating of the fuel (compared to NPD) and partly to the larger step
increases in irradiated bundle power as a result of the muiH-bundle shifts.
L"lt has now been shown that the defect probability depends on the power
increase, the power after the increase, and the fuel irradiation at the time
of the increase.D

The adjuster rod sequencing problem was corrected, and an arbitrary limit of 152 maximum rapid power increase in any bundle during adjuster rod manoeuvring was introduced. This led to the following reactor
power limits with adjuster rods withdrawn.
Number of Adjuster
Rods W"i thdrawn
1
3
7
IS

- 2
- 6
- 14
- 16

Maximum Reactor Power Level
(% of full power)
97
86
80
73

An eight-bundle shifting scheme was adopted, with its associated
5% penalty in fuel burnup. Figure C-lOshows how this overcomes the difficulty of large step increases in power for irradiated bundles. Operation
of Douglas Point with this scheme has been very successful.

The economics of 8, 10 and )2-bundle shifting in the high-power
region were re-examined in the light of more up-to-date fuel failure criteria, and it was concluded that 10-bundle shifting was the most economic.
Therefore, 10-bundle fuel shtffng was adopted for the central high-power
region and 8-bundle shifting retained in the outer region.

C-3.3

With the elimination of out-of-sequence adjuster rod movement and
the change to 10-bundle shifting in the central region, the fuel defects
have been reduced to the point where the effects of fuel defects on station
operation is minimal. Latterly this has no doubt also been partially attributable to the introduction of improved CANLUP fuel.

Pickering NGS
Planned Fuel Management

During the early design stages, 2-bundle shifting in Pickering was
contemplated, but Douglas Point experience indicated that this would not be
possible. The overall economics of 2, 4, 6 and 8-bundle shifting was then
examined using three factors to determine the fuelling economics:
(a)

fuel make-up costs,

Cb)

fuelling machine maintenance and operating
costs, and

(c)

fuel defect costs (using information then
available on causes of fuel defects).

The results indicated that 8-bundle shiftinq was the most economical, and it was adopted as the planned fuelling scheme.
Early Operating Experience
Less than a year after the start-up of the first Pickering unit
(1971), fuel defects were appearing. Two causes were identified:
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(a)

Fuel Scheduling
The prime factor used to select channels for fuelling is discharge
of the highest burnup fuel. The status of the reactor core is determined
at the end of reach month, using the computer code SORO, based on the average value of liquid zone control levels, adjuster rod positions and fuel
shifting records at intervals of approximately 250 GWh(th) during the month.
Flux distributions, bundle and channel powers, bundle irradiations and
burnups are calculated along with a listing by fuellinq region of descending
channel burnups.
Several other modifying factors must be considered.
(a)

These are:

High reactivity gain per channel: If difficulty is
experienced in maintaining sufficient reactivity,
channels must be selected which will produce the
highest reactivity gain per channel visited.

1
Cb)

High temperature regions: Fuelling in high
temperature regions is deferred if it is likely
to produce a further increase in temperature
and a subsequent reactor derating.

(c)

Symmetry: The reactor is fuelled symmetrically
with equal numbers of channels fuelled per liquid
control zone. Axial symmetry is maintained by
fuelling alternately channels at each reactor end.

Fuel Scheduling Performance
The success of the fuel management program and some of the lessons
learned from it can be illustrated by examining operating data from the
Pickering station.
Figure C-lI shows a history of maximum bundle power as a function
of total reactor output for all four Pickering units. The shaded band is
a ±10? variation about the nominal maximum of 640 kW, the upper end of the
band being the maximum bundle power limit of 705 kW. The objective of the
fuel management is to maintain the maximum bundle power close to the 640 kW
value and below 705 kW. The data show that, with a few exceptions, this
has been achieved.
The first notable exception occurred at about II TWhCth) in Unit
I. At this time defects due to out-of sequence adjuster rods were being
removed and coincidentally there were problems in running the computer
simulations, causing the monthly outputs to be late. As a result the
705 kW limit was exceeded and this was discovered after the fact.
These events indicated that operating limits should be instituted
for temperature rise across each channel (AT) to ensure that the maximum
rated bundle in the channel does not exceed 705 kW. These AT limits are
shown in Figure C-l? but have been somewhat refined m light of later
experience.
Figure C—13 shows a history of the maximum channel powers for all
four units. As seen from the data, maximum channel power has, with a few
exceptions, been maintained within ±10? of the 5.5 MW time averaged design
value.
As we have mentioned in a previous lecture, fuel consumption rates
in Pickering are very constant after an initial six month period. The
burnup attained is very close to the designexpectatfon.

C.4
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FLUX MAPPING

[38]

It has become evident that accurate on-line flux maps would be
extremely useful for large CANDU reactors. An on-line flux-mapping system
has been developed for Bruce, and is currently being tested. The results
of these tests are not yet available for discussion.

I will explain briefly the princip'es involved, using - as an
example - the design for Gentilly-2, a 600 KWe CANDU-PHW presently under
construction and similar in basic design to Pickering units. The threedimensional spatial reactor flux distribution is expanded in terms of a
set of S realistic flux modes (i.e., the fundamental mode plus modes
arising from various anticipated reactivity sources). For any given reactor condition, the coefficients in this expansion are determined from R
detector readings (R>S), using a least squares fitting procedure. Once
the coefficients have been determined, the fluxes at K map points are calculated. Typically S = 25, R = 100 and K = 1000. Computer on-line data
storage requirements are about 30,000 words. Computation times are -Is
per flux map, and a flux map will be calculated every 2 minutes.
Propagation of detector errors can be minimized by retaining
only fairly distinct modes, as seen by the detectors. The number of modes
should also be kept to a minimum. They must, however, span the range of
operation to be encountered. The modes should also be strongly coupled
to the detectors.
The fundamental mode arises from the combined effects of the fuel
charge, ail adjuster rods inserted, eauilibrium xenon and liquid control
absorbers at nominal level. This mode is simulated in detail using CHEBY.
Figure C-14 gives examples of some transverse flux distributions in this
mode.
The effects of changes in xenon, moderator poison, and boilinq
near the fuel channel outlets are of a global nature and lead to flux perturbations which can be synthesized by a linear combination of the first
few natural modes of the real reactor. The first ten harmonics have been
found to be adequate for flux mapping purposes. These are calculated using
a three-dimensional, two-group finite difference diffusion code, MONIC,
which, at each iteration, subtracts out the previously calculated lower
modes from the unconverged flux. The solution will then converge on the
next higher harmonic, and then this can be used in the next application of
the code to get +he next higher harmonic, and so on.
The effects of insertion of solid control absorbers, or withdrawal
of adjuster rods, are mapped by special modes describing their effects on
the flux. Sinre these devices will be used in predetermined banks and in a
spec i f i ed sequence, it i s on Iy necessary to i nclude those modes wh ich
reflect an actual anticipated configuration. About 10 modes will be used
for the various adjuster configurations, and 4 distinct modes are expected
to suffice for mapping the effects of solid control absorbers. Figure C-l5
gives an example of the flux perturbation arising from insertion of four
control absorbers, which will be one of the special modes.
Perturbations arising from the 14 spatial controllers themselves
are sufficiently weak that they do not require separate perturbation modes.
Figure C-16 shows some results from a numerical test of this flux
napping technique. The reactor condition of all liquid zone controllers
drained on one side of the reactor and filled on the other was simulated by
CHEBY. Values at detector locations were taken, and errors sampled at
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random from a Gaussian distribution with o = B% applied to them. These
were then assumed to be the detector readings, and a flux map was derived
from them. The figure compares the derived flux map with the original
simulation, by showing two transverse distributions from each. In this
test case only 54 detectors were used, compared to about 100 in the reference design.
This flux mapping technique is valid for CANDU-PHWs since in these
reactors the reactivity sources are relatively weak and few in number.

C.5

CONTROL OF POWER DISTRIBUTION

Measurements
An extensive set of measurements has been carried out at Gen—
tilly-l to determine the spatial flux distribution response to spatial
reactivity perturbations. The perturbations were imposed by oscillating
control rods with a wide range of effective frequencies. Since the first
azimuthal mode is the most responsive of the higher (than fundamental)
modes, the program was directed towards study of this mode. CNote that
the positive power coefficient in Gentilly-I contributes to instability in
higher modes.2
Figure C-18 is an example of some of the results and how they
compare with theory.

Primary control of the shape of the fundamental mode of the power
distribution in CANDU-PHW reactors is achieved through continuous on-power
fuelling. However, some additional fundamental mode flux shaping can be
achieved by intentional bias of the zonal controllers. The success of
this concept has been demonstrated over many reactor years of operational
experience, particularly at Pickering.
Higher mode instabilities in the power distribution are controlled
by an on-line spatial control system. The essential components of this
system are a set of in-core detectors, an on-line computer, and a set of
liquid control absorbers.
Control of Spatial Instabilities
A measure of the relative degree of instability of the higher
flux modes is the difference in neutron leakage between the higher modes
and the fundamental mode. For the first three flux harmonics of a 600 MWe
CANDU-PHW these differences are:
Harmonic
1I)
(2)
(3)

First Azimuthal
First Axial
Second Azimuthal

Difference in Neutron Leakage
(Higher mode - fundamental)
0.016
0.024
0.044

Thermal-hydraulic feedback effects are small in CANOU-PHWs. The
net thermal-hydraul ic reactivity effect is shown in Figure C-17 for the
600 MWe design. The power coefficient is negative and small.
Xenon feedback alone causes higher mode instability. With a
xenon reactivity coefficient of -0.028, the first two harmonics are unstable at full power, whereas the third and higher harmonics are stable.
The spatial control system is designed to equalize the average
power produced in each of 14 reactor zones, one for each of the liquid
absorbers. The definition of zones is such that several higher harmonics
are controlled in addition to the two unstable ones.
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FIGURE C-l
NPD First Approach to Critical, as
Monitored by Fission Chamber "B"
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ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES

INTRODUCTION E«.41.42.43.44.45.46]
In Advanced

Fuel

Cycles

I i n c l u d e aI

considered for future use in CANDU reactors,
once-through fuel cycles.
D.2

IN CANDU REACTORS

fuel cycles which are being
.e., non-natural uranium,

REASONS' FOR INTEREST IN ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES

The present Canadian nuclear power program based on the natural
uranium, once-through cycle in CANDU reactors looks pretty good. The problems which we have are not related particularly to the fuel cycle. Public
attention is directed mainly towards safety and waste fuel management and
industry attention towards reliability, IicensabiIity, capital costs,
schedules, etc. Why then is there much interest in advanced fuel cycles?
There are two main reasons. The first has to do with uranium
supply and price, and the second with flexibility in design, and the resulting possibilities for capital cost reduction.

0.2.1

Uranium Supply and Price

Canada*s presently known uranium reserves (those costing <30$/pound
to extract) are estimated at about 4.5 x I05 MgU. Some of this is committed
already for export, leaving, in round numbers, some 3 x 10s MgU for domestic
consumption. If used in CANDUs with the once-through, natural uranium
cycle, this would be enough to supply the present electrical demand in
Canada for about 3 x IO5/6 x I03 = 50 years.

Therefore one reason for considering advanced cycles is uranium
conservation. A M the advanced cycles have the characteristics of producing more energy per unit of uranium consumed than the natural uranium,
once-through cycle.

D.2.2

When we look at alternative options to the CANDU-PHW (e.g..
CANDU-BLW and CANDU-OCR) having potential advantages with respect to capital cost and D2O requirements, we find that we would really like to have
more flexibility than afforded bv natural uranium. This increased flexibility is not only desirable from the point of view of attainable burnup,
but also for reasons such as decreasing the coolant void effect. Even for
the CANDU-PHW itself, advanced fuel cycles can provide some more flexibility for balancing capital savings and advantages in other parameters
against fuel cost (e.g., through lower pitch, increased xenon override,
other fuelling schemes, etc.)
This second reason for interest in the advanced fuel cycles is not
currently receiving much emphasis but could be important in the long term.

D.3

(1)
(2)
(3)

0.3.1

Associated with this supply situation is the questic • of uranium
price. As uranium becomes scarce it is expected that the r ice will rise indeed the price has risen sharply over the last few year ,, The adoption of
the natural uranium, once-through cycle was based on low cost uranium and it
is possible that there would be a better choice on economic grounds if the
price of uranium changes drastically.
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DEFINITION OF ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES

There are three categories of advanced fuel cycles which we will
consider:

Canada is relatively well favoured among the nations of the world
with respect to the ratio of uranium resources to electrical energy demand.
If one does the same type of estimate for the world as a whole, the result is
that the known uranium reserves (<30S/lb) would supply the present electrical energy demand for only some !5 years.
No doubt more uranium will be discovered but at the same time efectrical demand is rising. The point is that, used this way, this is a relatively small resource on which to pin long term hopes and major development.
Some more effective way of using uranium would provide insurance that a
major program is really worth while.

Flexibility in Design

A quirk of nature made the natural uranium, once-through cyci s
possible. Figure D-l shows the effect of different concentrations of U-235
in U on the efficiency of utilizing U-235 in once-through cycles. Obvious Iv
if the U-235 content were appreciably lower in natural uranium than it is,
a natural uranium-once-through cycle would not have been viable.

enriched uranium, once-through
plutonium recycling, and
thorium cycles.

Enriched Uranium, Once-Through Cycle

(Figure D-2)

In this cycle enriched uranium rather than natural uranium is fed
to the reactor. The burnup of the fuel in MWd/Mg HE Is in general
increased.
D.3.2

Plutonium Recycling

(Figure D-3)

The spent fuel from a natural uranium CANDU-PHW contains about
2.7 g/kg HE of fissile plutonium. In a once-through cycle this fissile
plutonium is wasted. With plutonium recycling, the plutonium is separated
and some or all of it is added to the natural uranium feed. In the general
case, additional plutonium from an external source may also be added. The
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result is a higher burnup for the feed fuel than that attained in the
natural uranium, once-through cycle. This cycle is quite similar, from
the point of view of reactor design problems, to the enriched uranium
once-through cycle. Of course, reprocessing of spent fuel is required
and the fabrication of plutonium-bearing fuels is more difficult and
costly due to the toxiclty of the plutonium. The fabrication must be
carried out in glove boxes.
D.3.3

Thorium Cycles

In the once-through thorium cycle, highly enriched uranium (say,
93£ U-235 in U) or fissile plutonium is added to the thorium and this fuel
fed to the reactor. The discharged fuel is not reprocessed and the attainable burnup depends on the amount of fissile material added to the fresh
fuel. It turns out that this cycle is not attractive relative to others.
In the thorium cycle with uranium recycle and U-235 external
feed (Figure D-4) r highly enriched uranium is added to thorium to provide
fuel for the reactor. The discharged fuel is reprocessed and the uranium
component (U-235 plus fissile U-233 produced by neutron absorption in the
thorium plus other uranium isotopes) separated. This separated uranium
is added to thorium, along with more highly enriched uranium, and the
cycle repeated.
The thorium cycle with uranium recycle and- external fissile plutonium feed (Figure D-5) is similar to the cycle just discussed, except
fissile plutonium produced in a natural uranium fuelled reactor is the
external fissile feed instead of highly enriched uranium.
It turns out, as we shall see later, that there is o special case
when, at equilibrium, these last two cycles require no external fissile
material feed and hence become the same cycle. This particular cycle we
refer to as a self-sufficient equilibrium thorium cyale.

D.4

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES

D.4.1

Uranium Utilization

The outstanding characteristic of all the advanced fuel cycles is
that they tend to use urani urn more ef f ic ientIy than the naturaI uroni um,
once-through cycle. This is illustrated in Figure D-6. Let me now txplain
briefly the basic reasons for this. To do this we will have to consider
each of the three types of advanced cycles in turn.
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Enriched Uranium Once-Through
As already mentioned, it is something of a fluke that the isotopic
composition of natural uranium is such as to make the natural uranium oncethrough cycle a viable one in CANDU reactors. If we had a choice of isotopic compositions for natural uranium to maximize the efficiency of use
of U-235 in a natural uranium once-thrcugh cycle in CANDU reactors, we
would choose a higher content of U-235 - something around \.5%. The basic
reason Is that the extra reactivity provided by the additional U-235 allows
us to burn the fuel enough longer that a higher proportion of the total
energy output comes from the plutonium formed from neutron capture in U-238,
and at the same time a lower fraction of the U-235 is left unburned.
We can change the isotopic composition of uranium by enrichment.
This costs money and also leads to a foss of some of the U-235 in tailings.
However, for tailings in a reasonable range (i.e., 0.2* to 0.3$ U-235 in
U) there is still a net gain in the efficiency of uranium usage in an
enriched uranium, once-through cycle. The optimum enrichment with respect
to uranium utilization is in the neighbourhood of \.2%.
Plutonium Recycling
It is almost self-evidenT why plutonium recycling leads to a more
efficient use of uranium. By separating the fissile plutonium from spent
fuel and adding it to natural uranium, we can obviously increase the burnup.
Whether or not the economics of doing this are favourable depends primarily
on the cost of reprocessing spent fuel, and the extra cost penalty associated with fabricating pIutoniurn-bear ing fuels.
Thorium Cycles
In all current large nuclear power reactor concepts, more neutrons
are produced from fission than are required to sustain the chain reaction
and provide for parasitic absorption in structural materials and leakage.
These excess neutrons are absorbed in fertile isotopes to produce more fissile material. Some of the fissile material produced is fissioned during
the lifetime of the fuel in the reactor, thereby increasing the efficiency
of utilization of the initial fissile feed. The remainder resides in the
discharged fuel, from which it can be chemically separated. If it IS separated it can be used to further augment the fissile material available for
producing energy by fission.
Thus the utilization of the naturally-occurring fissile uranium
resource can be improved by recycling the fissile isotopes produced from
fertile isotopes. The improvement which can be obtained depends very
strongly on the reactor conversion ratio, c, defined as the ratio of total
fissile material produced to total fissile material destroyed. Figure D-7
shows the ideal multiplication of fissile resource as a function of reactor
conversion ratio.
The reactor conversion ratio depends primarily on the neutron
economy of the reactor and the fuel composition.

Neutron economy is important since, the fewer the neutrons absorbed
in structural material or escaping from the reactor, the more available for
absorption in fer+fle isotopes. ,* great deal of attention has been paid to
neutron economy in CANDU designs which already is paying off in uranium
uti I ization.
The fuel composition is important because of the variation in TI,
i.e., the number of neutrons produced per neutron absorbed, among the different fissile isotopes. This is illustrated in Figure D-8. As can be
seen from this figure, the conversion ratio for CANDUs operating on thorium
cycles can be as much as 0.2 higher than for C A N D U S using uranium cycles.
The implications with respect to improvements in fissile uranium resource
utilization can be seen from looking again at Figure D-7.
The other physics differences between U-238 and Th are, in general,
less important.

D.4.2

fuel Cycle Complications

The enriched uranium, once-through cycle, implies the availability
of enriched uranium.
The other advanced fuel cycles imply reprocessing of spent fuel.
Development of a fue! reprocessing industry in Canada would be a major
undertaking and one in which there is relatively little Canadian experience.
This would be expensive and until we gain some relevant engineering experience, there will be large uncertainties in the energy costs associated with
reprocessing. Difficulties associated with public safety and safeguards
are also important and satisfactory solutions to these problems must also
be found.
The cycles employing recycled material also imply fabrication of
active fuel. Here again large cost uncertainties will be involved until
production experience has been gained. In this regard, thorium cycles
present greater problems than plutonium recycle. Recycled plutonium and
U-233 both are a tand B) active but there is a I so s igni f icant y activity
associated with recycled U-233. Therefore plutonium bearing fuels must be
fabricated in sealed glove boxes whereas the fabrication of fuels containing recycled U-233 will not only require a sealed environment, but they
will also probably have to be fabricated remotely. This obviously will
make the fabrication considerably more expensive than that for natural
uraniurn fuel .

D.4.3

Feasibility

One of the attractive features of the advanced cycles is the indication in studies done to date that they can be introduced without the
requirement of designing a new reactor type. Existing CANDU designs with
little or no modification could be used. Fuel development and testing is
required and there is scope for work and development in the areas of fuel
management and reactor physics, but no questions of feasibility nave been
identified. Control in thorium reactors is expected to be similar to that
in natural uranium reactors of equivalent size and no feasibility questions
in safety have been found which are related to differences between thorium

and uranium. There is an added problem associated with Pa-233 in thorium
systems. This effect has the potential for causing reactivity perturbations and spatial flux distortions necessitating added bulk and possibly
spatial control. However this is not seen as a major problem.

D.5

RESULTS OF DETAILED STUDIES

Some of the results of detailed studies of advanced fue! cycles
in CANDU reactors are very briefly summarized below.
Figure 0-9 shows the burnup, conversion ratio, and equilibrium
uranium requirements vs plutonium topping for thorium cycles with uranium
recycle and external plutonium feed (topping) in a CANDU-PHW. Note that
a self-sufficient equilibrium thorium cycle is possible based on these
estimates, since at a conversion ratio of I, with zero plutonium topping
and zero equilibrium uranium requirements, the burnup is >IO MWd/kg HE.
Figure D-10 shows the annual natural uranium requirements at
equilibrium for various CANDU-PHW cycles (I GWe at 80$ load factor - 0.2$
enrichment tails). The CANDU thorium cycles in this figure are thorium
cycles with uranium recycle and external U-235 feed. This figure clearly
shows the advantages of the advanced fuel cycles relative to the natural
uranium, once-through cycle with respect to uranium utilization.
However, net annual uranium requirements at equilibrium do not
tell the whole story, since fissile material is required at the beginning
of the cycles to get them going. Therefore we need another parameter to
give a complete picture. We use a parameter which we calf inventory. The
definition we use for inventory is the difference between actual requirements over a fairly long period of time and the requirement determined
from the equilibrium net feed rate applied from the in-service date. 1
can perhaps explain the implications of this definition a bit better using
the information given in Figure D-tI. This ts an actual history of fuel
bundles supplied to NPD as a function of full power days of operation. As
can be seen from the figure, the equilibrium feed rate is about I.01
bundles per full power day. After 2000 full power days, the actual requirements, neglecting any stockpile of fresh bundles awaiting insertion, were
1680 bundles plus the initial charge of 9 x 132 = 1188 bundles, or 2868
bundles. The requirement determined by the equilibrium feed rate applied
from the in-service date is 2000 x I.01 - 2020 bundles. Therefore the
inventory is the U content of 2868-202C - 868 bundles.
Figure D-12 shows the natural uranium inventories for various
CANDU-PHW cycles (I GWe at 80?, load factor - 0.2$ enrichment tails - I year
out reactor delay for cycles with recycle). For cycles involving recycle,
the inventories depend on the out-reactor delays. For once-through cycles
a six-month stockpile of fresh fabricated fuel is assumed.
As can be seen from the figure, the advanced fuel cycles have
higher equivalent natural uranium inventories than the once-through, natural
uranium cycle.
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Table D-I combines the effect of these two parameters - equilibrium net feed rate and -inventory - to show the annual uranium requirements
for CANDU-PHW systems with different fuel cycles at various system growth
rates. This table shows that the advanced fuel cycle systems have substantially lower annual uranium requirements, although the advantage decreases as the growth rate increases.
In looking at actual systems, we can not use constant growth rates
for a particular reactor plus fuel cycle combination. In this case a
scenario approach is often used. An example of the results of such an
approach, applied to projected Canadian nuclear power programs, is shown
in Figures D-13 and D-14.
Figure D-13 gives an assumed curve of nuclear generating capacity
as a function of time (curve i). Various cases are then considered: for
example, once-through, natural uranium PHW reactors only (curve I), and
introduction of a PHW operating on a Pu-topped Th cycle in 1995 (curve 5
gives the capacity of natural uranium, once-through reactors *or this case,
and the difference between curve 1 and curve 5 gives the capacity of
reactors operating on the Th cycle). Other cases are similarly depicted introduction of an OCR with 3.5 g fissile Pu topping/kg HE (curve 2),
introduction of an OCR employing an U cycle with self-sustaining plutonium
recycling (curve 3 ) , and introduction of a BLW employing a U cycle with
plutonium recycling (curve 4 ) .
Figure D-14 shows the cumulative uranium requirements for the
various scenarios of Figure D-13. Again this clearly shows the advantages
of the advanced cycles with respect to uranium utilization.
From the point of view of instilling confidence in the adequacy
of uranium resources to provide large amounts of nuclear energy, advanced
cycles can play ?n even larger role. Figure D-I5 shows estimates of the
nuclear power capacity as a function of time (and hence energy production)
which can be supported by 3 x I05 Mg of uranium (the amount we know at
present is available in Canada) using various cycles. The values of Total
electrical energy produced are proportional to the areas under the curves
and are listed below.

function of U price, for PHW natural uranium cycles and PHW and BLW
reactors with plutonium recycling, for one set of economic parameters.
Figure D-17 gives a similar comparison among natural uranium, oncethrough and various thorium cycles in CANDU-PHWs. The important thing to
note is that the slope of the curves against U price are lower for the
advanced cycles, and therefore they will become competitive at some U
price. The actual break-even uranium prices are very uncertain but they
are no doubt higher than to-day's prices.
Figure D-18 summarizes the situation for advanced fuel cycles in
CANDU-PHW reactors. Here the regions of preference among once-through
natural uranium, plutonium recycl ing, and Th cycles are shown in terms of
both uranium price and reprocessing plus active fabrication cost penalty.

D.6

SPECIFIC REACTOR PROBLEMS IN IMPLEMENTING ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES
IN CANDU REACTORS

I wiI I discuss very briefly some of the specific problems which
will arise in implementing advanced fuel cycles in existing CANDU reactors.
A fairly detailed study of plutonium recycle in a CANDU(PHW) has
been done by AECL and Ontario Hydro. In this study, a conceptual design of
a 1200 MWe nuclear generating station was used, and some of the problems
of converting this to operation with plutonium recycle examined. The fuel
design assumed was 37-element bundles w H h graded enrichment, i.e., less
plutonium was added to the outer elements of the bundle than to other
elements. After a rough survey it was decided to assume that an average of
3 g fissile plu^onium per kg heavy element would be added to the feed fuel.
At equilibrium "this is a bit less than the fissile plutonium content of the
discharged fuel. The extra fissile plutonium would be used to initiate
similar cycles ir other reactors. With this feed fuel it was estimated
that a burnup of 16,000 MWd/Te per pass could be achieved.
The transition to equilibrium operation has not been studied
deta iI.
Reactivity Worth of Control, Adjuster and Shut-down Absorbers

Natural uranium once-through cycle

1,800 GWe years

Plutonium recycling

3,500

Th cycle - high burnup

"

"

6,900

"

"

Th cycle - intermediate

17,000

"

"

Th cycle - setf sufficient
(limited only by Th supply which
is assumed equal to the U supply)

79,000

"

"

The story on advanced fuel cycles would not be complete without
saying a few words about economics. This is rather difficult because there
are large uncertainties associated with reprocessing and active fabrication
costs. However to give some idea of trends, the comparisons in Figures
D-16 and D-1 7 are shown. Figure D-16 compares unit energy costs as a
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In general, these absorber worths are reduced by 10-15?.
control worth reduction ij about Q%.

The zonal

Fuel Management
Channel power peaking with (U,Pu)02 fuel will be larger than with
natural UO2 fuel, leading to reduced margin to dryout or derating. To
minimize this effect, smaller amounts of Pu-recycle fuel are loaded per
fuelling machine visit (4 bundles vs 8 for natural fuel). The longer burnup means that fuelling machine use is approximately the same.
Controllability
The reactor with Tu-recycle fuel will have acceptable control
characterisiics, although not as good as with natural fuel. Assuming the

TABLE D - I
ANNUAL URANIUM REQUIREMENTS FOR CANDU-PHW SYSTEMS

adjuster rods are not changed (and hence are reduced "\5% in reactivity
worth), the xenon override capability is unchanged from the natural UO2
case. There is then potential for improving this characteristic by increasing the adjuster rod worths.

AT VARIOUS GROWTH RATES
ANNUAL URANIUM REQUIREMENTS
PER GWE AT 802 LOAD FACTOR (MGU/A)
SYSTEM GROWTH RATES PER ANNUM

Energy Release During LOCA
The average energy release during LOCA is increased by about 40%
for the piutoniurn recycle core.
Fuel

SYSTEM
ONCE-THROUGH NATURAL U CANDU-PHW ONLY
PLUTONIUM RECYCLING HITH NATURAL U FEED (CANDU-PHW)

Plenums should not be required. There would be problems with fuel
failures during refuelling with non-CANLUB fuel, but it is expected that
fuei development already under way will solve this problem.

Fuel handling problems have not been studied.
Similar problems will arise in converting existing reactors to Th
cycles but these are only now being studied in detail.

"INTERMEDIATE" T H CYCLE

SUMMARY
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68
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0
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43

70
63
64
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49
31
29

67
53
52

B:

"SELF-SUFFICIENT" TH CYCLE
ENRICHED URANIUM (U-235) FEED TO CANDU-PHWS WITH:
"JIIGH EURNUP" TH CYCLE
"INTERMEDIATE" TH CYCLE
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3.33X

133
56

NATURAL U CANDU-PHWS FEEDING PLUTONIUM TO
CANDU-PHWs WITH:
"HIGH BURNUP" T H CYCLE

Fuel Hand Ii ng

OS

•SELF-SUFFICIENT" T H CYCLE

Advanced fuel cycles provide insurance against uranium shortages
and very high ursr ium prices through better uranium uti Ii zation. They can
also provide increased flexibility in reactor design.
CANDU-PHV
OXIDE FUEL

The main uncertainties (economic and political) associated with
the advanced fuel cycles are in the out-reactor portion of the cycles reprocessing and active fabrication.
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